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SITE & VICINITY
Site Zone:
The site is zoned Neighborhood
Commercial (NC3‐65) and is
located in the 12th Ave Urban
Center Village.
Nearby Zones: The blocks west and south of
the site, blocks are zoned are
zoned Lowrise (LR3, LR2, and
LR1). Blocks southwest of the
site are zoned Neighborhood
Commercial (NC3‐65)
Lot Area:

26,068 sf

Current Development:
The site is currently vacant.

Surrounding Development and Neighborhood Character:
The 26,068 sf site is located within the 12th Ave Urban Center Village. Identified in the
neighborhood community, as the former Piecora’s site, the site is at a prominent intersection
along E Madison St, a mixed‐use commercial corridor connecting downtown with Lake
Washington. This corridor forms the boundary of the Pike Pine Overlay District to the north,
which includes additional regulations for structures older than 75 years old. The site also borders
the Capitol Hill EcoDistrict, a framework for sustainability applied at a neighborhood scale.
Structures adjacent to the site include a mix of new development and early 20th century
architecture. The Bullitt Foundation, a Living Building with commercial and office uses is located
northeast of the site. Current development also includes a six‐story structure containing 70
residential units and ground floor retail, currently undergoing review, under project number
3013776, to the north. Adjacent to the site to the east are two, four story, masonry buildings,
the Qualman Apartments and the Imperial Apartments. Further east, across 15th Ave is a
religious services building. Directly south of the site is a six‐story mixed use building, the Chloe
Apartments. Blocks further south are predominantly residential in this area of Capitol Hill.
The area is well connected to open spaces and served by transit. McGilvra Place Park, a small
tree shaded park is located northeast of the site. The future Capitol Hill Light Rail Station is
under construction, near the northwest corner of Cal Anderson Park. Pedestrian and bicycle
activity are also high in this area.
Access:
Existing vehicular access is from 14th Ave and East Pike St. Pedestrian access is also from the
adjacent frontages. There is no alley adjacent to the site.

PROJECT DESCRIPTION
The applicant is proposing a six story mixed use residential building containing 140 residential
units, ground floor retail and below grade parking for 140 vehicles. Existing structures to be
demolished.
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The packet includes materials presented at the meeting, and is available online by entering the
project number (3020065) at this website:
http://www.seattle.gov/dpd/Planning/Design_Review_Program/Project_Reviews/Reports/defa
ult.asp.
The packet is also available to view in the file, by contacting the Public Resource Center at DPD:
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Mailing Public Resource Center
Address: 700 Fifth Ave., Suite 2000
P.O. Box 34019
Seattle, WA 98124‐4019
Email:

PRC@seattle.gov

DESIGN DEVELOPMENT
The architect presented massing concepts and three massing options; all propose similar square
footage and use: a six story structure containing 140‐150 residential units over ground floor
retail and below grade parking. Massing concepts were initially developed to address the corner
and the two scales of nearby development, the ‘urban edge’ scale along E Madison St and the
Lowrise development to east. The architect explained that while buildings along E Madison St
respond to the triangular, shifting street grid in various ways, newer developments tend to use
planes and edges to define the corner and locate main entries off E Madison St. Taking cues
from the nearby newer developments, all options propose a vehicular entry and retail entries
along 14th Ave and a residential entry at E Pike St, which also signifies the entry to the private
mews.
Referred to as the code compliant version, massing Option One is configured with an internal
courtyard, which offers quiet open space for the residents. The architect noted that while this
option allows for greater density, a disadvantage of this scheme is the lack of continuity with
adjacent open spaces and limited solar access. Another disadvantage with the code compliant
scheme is the terracing of the massing along the east façade, which does not contribute to an
architecturally consistent form.
Massing Option Two is identifiable by an east‐facing courtyard, which provides a connection to
the private mews. For this scheme, a departure is requested for the east side setback above 13’
ft. The applicant explained that additional massing setbacks are provided at the ground level,
where no setbacks are required.
Referred to as the preferred scheme, massing Option Three, showed two forms around a south‐
facing courtyard. Compared to the other schemes, this scheme further expresses the two
different scales by providing a uniform expression to the street and a playful expression along
the private mews. The south oriented open space allows for the best daylighting opportunities
and a connection to the neighboring open space. Similar to the second option, departures are
requested for encroachments into the east side setback.
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PUBLIC COMMENT
The following comments were offered at the EDG meeting:












Supported the restrained approach and the robust manner in which the building engages
the site’s prominent corner and the streetscapes of E Madison St and 14th Ave, as well as
the simple massing of the building.
Supported the strategy of focusing retail along 14th Ave.
Supported the requested departures, but encouraged the DRB to discuss them at length
as this is a complicated site abutting a differently zoned property.
Encouraged the applicant to explore strategies that allow for independent retailers, and
how their individuality can be reflected in the storefront design they will present at the
recommendation meeting.
Would like to see a commitment to the highest quality materials the market will bear ‐‐
this building should have no hardi‐panel or vinyl windows on visible facades, nor similar
materials that are dimensionally unstable and appear warped or out of plane as the years
progress.
Would like to see a truly thoughtful and innovative mews design that protects the safety
of residents, but offers a pleasing glimpse to pedestrians should they care to glance
within it. This approach should apply to the presumed security gate as well.
Would like to see large and densely foliated trees along the mews, to afford visual
privacy between properties.
Recommended the applicant reference two local projects for precedent, including 601 E
Pike (in permitting) and the Northwest School Gym for their entry and ground floor
treatments, respectively. Inquire how the applicants have responded to our request.
Requested that the applicant explore two bedroom apartments ‐‐ recent projects
planned for the neighborhood include such family‐sized units, which are crucial to
maintain a diverse and healthy population.
Concerned about the location and proportion of the open spaces; the open spaces do not
match up with the Chloe Apartment’s open space and as a result and ends up blocking
pedestrian views of the Qualman Apartments.

PRIORITIES & BOARD RECOMMENDATIONS
After visiting the site, considering the analysis of the site and context provided by the
proponents, and hearing public comment, the Design Review Board members provided the
following siting and design guidance.
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1) Massing, Height, Bulk & Scale: The Board deliberated the merits of the different massing
options and ultimately preferred massing Option Three, as the concept has the best
potential to create architectural presence and respond to the existing context.
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(Guidelines CS2‐A‐2, CS2‐B‐1, CS2‐C‐1, CS2‐D‐5) The Board directed the applicant to
proceed with their preferred option.
a. Discussing the concept of the two scales, the ‘urban edge’ and the ‘private mews’
the Board recommended the applicant explore ways to differentiate these
expressions beyond fenestration patterns and material detailing. Develop the
design to provide a dramatic differentiation between the two forms. (Guidelines
CS2‐A‐2, CS2‐C‐1, DC2‐B‐1, DC2‐C‐1)
b. The Board was concerned with the eastern massing transition to the streetscape.
Noting that the softer mews space appears thoughtfully considered to meet the
needs of the resident, the Board directed the applicant to also create a strong
visual connection to the streetscape for pedestrians. Refine the transition to the
neighborhood and focus on articulation consistent with the overall architectural
concept. (Guidelines CS2‐A‐2, CS2‐B‐2, PL2‐B‐3, DC2‐C‐1)
c. Acknowledging the close proximity of the adjacent Qualman Apartments, the
Board directed the applicant to provide a window mapping/privacy study. When
developing the design, consider the privacy of the neighboring structure.
(Guidelines CS2‐D‐5, DC2‐B‐1)
2) Connection to Park. The Board encouraged developing the design concept of the private
mews to play off the relationship to the nearby McGilvra Place Park. Explore how the
massing, and circulation, can visually interact with the nearby park. Develop the design to
enhance and contribute to the character of both sites. (Guidelines CS2‐B‐3, DC3‐B‐3)
3) Ground Floor Uses & Entries: The Board gave direction regarding the street level uses
and entries.
a. The Board was concerned with the proposed ground floor connections.
Recognizing that E Madison St is transitioning and more developments are being
constructed with retail, the Board encouraged the applicant to consider more
retail and transparency to engage and interact with the streetscape. Develop this
frontage to create a pedestrian oriented street edge. (Guidelines CS1‐ C, CS2‐B,
PL3‐C)
b. The Board was also concerned with the character and function of the
lobby/leasing area and urged the applicant to further develop the design so that
this frontage will provide activity and support street interaction. Provide interior
renderings of the area and more information on the function. (Guidelines PL2‐B‐
3, PL3)
c. The Board supported the elevated residential entry and stressed the importance
of accessibility when refining the design. Study the circulation and the lobby
entry to explore opportunities to use the existing site topography and create a
strong accessible connection to the street. (Guidelines CS1‐ C, CS2‐B, PL2‐A‐1,
PL3‐A‐1)
d. The Board discussed the vehicular entry location and related departure request
and directed the applicant to thoughtfully consider the potential conflict between
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different travel modes. In developing the design, create clear lines of sight.
(Guidelines PL4‐A, DC1‐B)
4) Connectivity & Open Spaces: The Board noted that connectivity between the streets and
adjacent spaces is particularly important and gave direction on site circulation and open
spaces. (Guidelines CS2‐B‐3, DC3‐A‐1, DC3‐B‐3)
a. The Board strongly recommended the applicant create stronger connections
between the various open spaces and site circulation. Explore opportunities to
connect with, or enhance, the uses and activities of other nearby open space
where appropriate. Consider animating the courtyard level with ground level
activity and entries. At the next meeting, the Board would like to see more
information on the site circulation, detailed sections and perspectives should be
provided. (Guidelines CS2‐B‐3, PL3‐B‐1, PL3‐C‐3, DC3‐A‐1, DC3‐B‐3, DC3‐C‐1)
b. The Board also discussed the visual presence of open spaces from the street.
Develop the design to provide a strong connection to the street and visual access
for the pedestrian. Explain the design intent for the treatment of topographical
changes. (Guidelines CS2‐B, PL2‐B‐2, PL3‐B‐1, DC3‐A‐1, DC3‐B‐3, DC3‐C‐1)
5) Materials. Recognizing that this building will mark the transition of E Madison St and is a
prominent site, the Board encouraged durable, high quality materials. The Board
strongly supported the quality of materials and large windows shown in the precedent
images in the packet and urged the applicant to consider durability and detailing of the
materials. (Guidelines DC4‐A)

DESIGN REVIEW GUIDELINES
The priority Citywide and Neighborhood guidelines identified by the Board as Priority Guidelines
are summarized below, while all guidelines remain applicable. For the full text please visit the
Design Review website.
CONTEXT & SITE
CS1 Natural Systems and Site Features: Use natural systems/features of the site and its
surroundings as a starting point for project design.
CS1‐B Sunlight and Natural Ventilation
CS1‐B‐2. Daylight and Shading: Maximize daylight for interior and exterior spaces and
minimize shading on adjacent sites through the placement and/or design of structures on
site.
CS1‐C Topography
CS1‐C‐2. Elevation Changes: Use the existing site topography when locating structures
and open spaces on the site.
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CS2 Urban Pattern and Form: Strengthen the most desirable forms, characteristics, and
patterns of the streets, block faces, and open spaces in the surrounding area.
CS2‐A Location in the City and Neighborhood
CS2‐A‐2. Architectural Presence: Evaluate the degree of visibility or architectural
presence that is appropriate or desired given the context, and design accordingly.
CS2‐B Adjacent Sites, Streets, and Open Spaces
CS2‐B‐1. Site Characteristics: Allow characteristics of sites to inform the design,
especially where the street grid and topography create unusually shaped lots that can
add distinction to the building massing.
CS2‐B‐2. Connection to the Street: Identify opportunities for the project to make a
strong connection to the street and public realm.
CS2‐B‐3. Character of Open Space: Contribute to the character and proportion of
surrounding open spaces.
CS2‐C Relationship to the Block
CS2‐C‐1. Corner Sites: Corner sites can serve as gateways or focal points; both require
careful detailing at the first three floors due to their high visibility from two or more
streets and long distances.
CS2‐D Height, Bulk, and Scale
CS2‐D‐3. Zone Transitions: For projects located at the edge of different zones, provide an
appropriate transition or complement to the adjacent zone(s). Projects should create a
step in perceived height, bulk and scale between the anticipated development potential
of the adjacent zone and the proposed development.
CS2‐D‐5. Respect for Adjacent Sites: Respect adjacent properties with design and site
planning to minimize disrupting the privacy of residents in adjacent buildings.
PUBLIC LIFE
PL2 Walkability: Create a safe and comfortable walking environment that is easy to navigate
and well‐connected to existing pedestrian walkways and features.
PL2‐B Safety and Security
PL2‐B‐2. Lighting for Safety: Provide lighting at sufficient lumen intensities and scales,
including pathway illumination, pedestrian and entry lighting, and/or security lights.
PL2‐B‐3. Street‐Level Transparency: Ensure transparency of street‐level uses (for uses
such as nonresidential uses or residential lobbies), where appropriate, by keeping views
open into spaces behind walls or plantings, at corners, or along narrow passageways.
PL3 Street‐Level Interaction: Encourage human interaction and activity at the street‐level with
clear connections to building entries and edges.
PL3‐A Entries
PL3‐A‐1. Design Objectives: Design primary entries to be obvious, identifiable, and
distinctive with clear lines of sight and lobbies visually connected to the street.
PL3‐A‐3. Individual Entries: Ground‐related housing should be scaled and detailed
appropriately to provide for a more intimate type of entry.
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PL3‐A‐4. Ensemble of Elements: Design the entry as a collection of coordinated elements
including the door(s), overhead features, ground surface, landscaping, lighting, and other
features.
PL3‐B Residential Edges
PL3‐B‐1. Security and Privacy: Provide security and privacy for residential buildings
through the use of a buffer or semi‐private space between the development and the
street or neighboring buildings.
PL3‐C Retail Edges
PL3‐C‐1. Porous Edge: Engage passersby with opportunities to interact visually with the
building interior using glazing and transparency. Create multiple entries where possible
and make a physical and visual connection between people on the sidewalk and retail
activities in the building.
PL3‐C‐2. Visibility: Maximize visibility into the building interior and merchandise displays.
Consider fully operational glazed wall‐sized doors that can be completely opened to the
street, increased height in lobbies, and/or special lighting for displays.
PL3‐C‐3. Ancillary Activities: Allow space for activities such as sidewalk vending, seating,
and restaurant dining to occur. Consider setting structures back from the street or
incorporating space in the project design into which retail uses can extend.
DESIGN CONCEPT
DC1 Project Uses and Activities: Optimize the arrangement of uses and activities on site.
DC1‐A Arrangement of Interior Uses
DC1‐A‐1. Visibility: Locate uses and services frequently used by the public in visible or
prominent areas, such as at entries or along the street front.
DC1‐A‐4. Views and Connections: Locate interior uses and activities to take advantage of
views and physical connections to exterior spaces and uses.
DC2 Architectural Concept: Develop an architectural concept that will result in a unified and
functional design that fits well on the site and within its surroundings.
DC2‐B Architectural and Facade Composition
DC2‐B‐1. Façade Composition: Design all building facades—including alleys and visible
roofs— considering the composition and architectural expression of the building as a
whole. Ensure that all facades are attractive and well‐proportioned.
DC2‐C Secondary Architectural Features
DC2‐C‐1. Visual Depth and Interest: Add depth to facades where appropriate by
incorporating balconies, canopies, awnings, decks, or other secondary elements into the
façade design. Add detailing at the street level in order to create interest for the
pedestrian and encourage active street life and window shopping (in retail areas).
DC3 Open Space Concept: Integrate open space design with the building design so that they
complement each other.
DC3‐A Building‐Open Space Relationship
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DC3‐A‐1. Interior/Exterior Fit: Develop an open space concept in conjunction with the
architectural concept to ensure that interior and exterior spaces relate well to each other
and support the functions of the development.
DC3‐B Open Space Uses and Activities
DC3‐B‐3. Connections to Other Open Space: Site and design project‐related open spaces
to connect with, or enhance, the uses and activities of other nearby public open space
where appropriate.
DC3‐C Design
DC3‐C‐1. Reinforce Existing Open Space: Where a strong open space concept exists in
the neighborhood, reinforce existing character and patterns of street tree planting,
buffers or treatment of topographic changes. Where no strong patterns exist, initiate a
strong open space concept that other projects can build upon in the future.
DC4 Exterior Elements and Finishes: Use appropriate and high quality elements and finishes
for the building and its open spaces.
DC4‐A Exterior Elements and Finishes
DC4‐A‐1. Exterior Finish Materials: Building exteriors should be constructed of durable
and maintainable materials that are attractive even when viewed up close. Materials that
have texture, pattern, or lend themselves to a high quality of detailing are encouraged.

DEVELOPMENT STANDARD DEPARTURES
The Board’s recommendation on the requested departure(s) will be based on the departure’s
potential to help the project better meet these design guidelines priorities and achieve a better
overall project design than could be achieved without the departure(s). The Board’s
recommendation will be reserved until the final Board meeting.
At the time of the Early Design Guidance the following departures were requested:
1. Side Setback (SMC 23.47A.014 B2: ): The Code requires a 15’ side setback for structures
containing a residential use that abuts a residentially zoned lot for portions 13’ above
grade, and an additional 2’ setback for every 10’ above 40’. The applicant proposes a
portion of the structure approximately 170’ in length to encroach up to 6’ into the
required setback for the portion of the building above 40’ in height.
The Board indicated preliminary support for the departure provided that the building
massing is driven by clear design logic for the whole building/site rather than as a direct
expression of zoning code at this specific location. (Guidelines CS2‐D, DC2‐A)

2. Side Setback (SMC 23.47A.014 B2: ): The Code requires a 15’ side setback for structures
containing a residential use that abuts a residentially zoned lot for portions 13’ above
grade, and an additional 2’ setback for every 10’ above 40’. The applicant proposes a
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portion of the structure approximately 10’ in length to encroach up to 5’ into the
required setback for the rear egress stair tower for the portion of the building above 13’
in height.
The Board indicated preliminary support of the departure since the design has the
potential to minimize disrupting the privacy of the residents in adjacent buildings. At the
next meeting, the Board would like to see an option locating the exit stair off the
courtyard space to help alleviate the impact on the adjacent site, for comparison.
(Guideline CS2‐D‐5)

3. Site Triangles (SMC23.54.030 G): The Code requires 10’ min. site triangle on either side
of driveway. The applicant proposes 9’ min. site triangle on either side of driveway and
the use of mirrors.
The Board indicated preliminary support of the departure and directed the applicant to
thoughtfully consider safety measures and the potential conflict between different travel
modes. In developing the design, create clear lines of sight. (Guidelines PL4‐A, DC1‐B)

BOARD DIRECTION
At the conclusion of the EARLY DESIGN GUIDANCE meeting, the Board recommended moving
forward to MUP application.
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